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ABSTRACT

The problems in the current cemetery sales and management system is that the manual activities arousing multiple problems, such as lot sales, employee privileges and payment process, the purpose of this thesis is to solve the problems that current system facing. The proposed system is hopefully capable to solve the problems, by transferring the manual process into computerized system.
ABSTRAK

Masalah-masalah dalam jualan pemakaman dan sistem pengurusan dengan kegiatan manual membangkitkan pelbagai masalah, seperti kubur jualan, hak pekerja dan proses pembayaran, tujuan tesis ini adalah untuk menyelesaikan masalah yang dihadapi sistem saat ini. Sistem yang dicadangkan diharapkan mampu mengatasi masalah, dengan memindahkan proses manual ke dalam sistem komputerisasi.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

Cemetery sells and management services are one of the new services which are currently not found in the market, especially in Malaysia. Even if there has, it only provided few features and functions.

Since this is a new business area, many functions have been added to this system. This system provides an easier way to let staff, even a manager to handle the customer information. Examples of the new functions are including selling lot using map and generate report functions. Besides that, in order to make this system in more secure way for store data purpose, backup and recovery features are added to let the manager has an easier way to control and manage the customer information and daily transaction. For the purpose to manage staff in a perfect order, manager can state that every staff has its own position. This mean that staff only has limited privileges on its own field and cannot over cross to do the job that are not in their field. Therefore, this can enhance the data security.

Current system operates with only two functions, which are payment and storing customer information functions. However, current system has a serious problem on managing their daily activities, such as product management, staff privileges controlling,
and the most critical among all is order receiving and payment process. There will have a big problem if the database crashes down.

These problems are emerging because these processes are done manually. Hence, this thesis is to propose a system namely Cemetery Sells and Management System to automate and simplify these manual processes.

1.2 Problem Statements

The problem of lot selling process become very messy and trouble because current system still using paper method to record the availability of lot. If the manager or staff wants to find out which lot still got empty space, they need to open the file and see one by one. It is very wasting time if there got many customer want to check the availability of the lot. Besides that, the price list of the lot also needs to update according to the market required. This is a burden if they have to change the price time by time.

The problem of storing data into the database is the main challenge to one company because all the information no matter customer information or the payment amount need to store into the database. Therefore, manager or staff needs to handle the customer information and daily transaction with optimal level. This is very trouble if the company database suddenly crash with unknown reason or someone wants to steal the customer information by hack into the database.

Current system does not provided security and privileges function. This means that employee can see all the customer information even that customer is not under him. This can make the database abnormal when somebody wants to change the customer detail with no authentication.

Hence, the system that will solve these problems is critically required to sustain the business process of the company.
1.3 Objectives

The objectives for this system are:

- To develop a sells and management system that can automate the manual process and hence reduce the problems to the minimum level.
- To enhance the current system with more secure way to protect the huge database from being crash down or malfunction.
- To model the business flow of current management and analyze the strengths and weaknesses of current flow.
- To set the privileges to each staff so that each staff only can view and work on their own field to maintain data security.

1.4 Scope

For Login Module, the purpose is to authenticate the identity of the user so that only authorized user is allowed to access the system. After the user success login to that system, they only can view and handle on their own field of work.

For Payment Module, this module manages the payment by calculating the total amount that will be spent by the customer for buying the product and lot. Then the total amount will be saved into the database.

For Lot module, each lot has its own ID code. This module will look like a map form. The purpose to do it in the map form is to let the staff can check which lot still got empty space and which lot already selling out.
For Report module, manager can view all the information of the tables in the database by generate the report in the Tabular or the Matrix form. All the data will arrange in the perfect way to let the manager do analysis and data mining easily.

For Registration Staff module, each staff will have a default password. This means that after that person register as a staff, he will be force to change the default password to protect the privileges of that staff.

Backup and Recovery Module is one of the new added module. This module enable the system to backup the database automatically in physical side and logical side. The database can do the recovery if there has any crash or failure happens. Therefore, data is protected from being damage or data loss.

1.5 Project Significance

Since the system is developed specially for Cemetery Company, this system will provide solution for them and thus sustain the business process of the company. This system will largely used by the manager of the company along with the staff working on the company. This system automates the manual processes that are currently leading to various problems.

1.6 Expected Output

The system is expected to deliver the necessary output to solve the problems currently cemetery company facing. These outputs are in the form of report of company activities. The report can be categorized into daily report, weekly report, monthly report and annual report. The report may come in the form of printed or digital output.
The output of this project will also come in form of documentation. This documentation will describe the system thoroughly in order to provide full understanding of the proposed system.

1.7 Conclusion

The cemetery sells and management system is a system that is developed on purpose to automate these manual management systems. This system will have some modules to automate the current manual processes, which are to manage customer information, to manage payment, to generate the report and these modules will have their own sub modules. The system will be used by the cemetery manager and staff.

The aim of this system is to reduce the complexities of service management, to model the business flow and analyze the flow, and to develop a management system that can automate the manual processes.

In order for the system solves these problems, a methodological approach must be well established, and necessary information must be obtained. The next chapter will describe the methodology used and the information gathered from all available resources.
CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW AND PROJECT METHODOLOGY

2.1 Introduction

Literature review is used to review the significant points of existing comprehension on a management system, especially company management system. The literature review provides references and supporting facts to develop the proposed system. This is purposely done to be synchronized with existing literature on company management system which will be a foundation to develop cemetery sells and management system, for example to serve as justification for future research on company management system.

From the literature review, the appropriate methodology is acquired to develop the proposed system, which is purposely used to enhance the development process and to help the developer to develop high-quality software faster and low-cost.

Hence, multiple methodologies are exist and inevitable, grown directly from the facts of reason to select a methodology and the underlying principles of a methodology. Projects are different based on its size, composition, priorities, and criticality. People involved on a project have personal bias toward the project, depends on their experiences, principles, and preferences. These issues are intertwined, hence quality and optimality are differs between projects.
2.2 Facts and Findings

2.2.1 Domain

Management system is a documented and tested step-by-step method aimed at smooth functioning through standard practices. Used primarily in franchising industry, management systems generally include detailed information on topics such as (1) organizing an enterprise, (2) setting and implementing corporate policies, (3) establishing accounting, monitoring, and quality control procedures, (4) choosing and training employees, (5) choosing suppliers and getting best value from them, and (6) marketing and distribution. (BusinessDictionary.com 2009)

Cemetry sells and management system specializing in not only selling the lot and handle customer information, but also software development house that facing serious problems on managing their daily activities. These problems are emerging because these processes are almost done manually. The domains of this system are concentrating on manager and the staff of the company. The system is expected to able to solve the problems currently those company facing.

2.2.2 Existing System

Currently, cemetery company still using manual system to support their daily activities, hence the existing systems that will be used as a basis to develop the system are acquired from commercialized company management system.
2.2.2.1 Company Management System

![Company Management System](image)

**Figure 2.1: Company Management System**

Company Management System is a management system developed by Gepok Software Solution. This system is developed to allow small and medium sized companies to manage their internal business processes. Since this system is a commercial and public system, hence it's functionally is common and generic, without having to consider the business type of the user. (Luis Carlos Dill Junges, 2006)

The basic characteristics of the modules are some simple operations like include, exclude, alter and print registries from database. With the main objective to help the user, CMS software has a status bar located on the below part of screen. Such bar will be updated every time that some operation which use database query is performed. This mean that if in one insert operation nothing happen, certainly the database was not used; in this case, warning and other messages will appear informing the user about what kind of error has to solved in order to complete the user request. Some common problems are
incomplete or invalid fields and connection problems with the server. (Luis Carlos Dill Junges, 2006)

In all modules where registries list is performed, it is possible remove or prints many entries pushing CTRL key and selecting the desired fields. In case of print operation, one specific window for the current module will appear; in this window the user have the option to choose which fields are going to be printed. (Luis Carlos Dill Junges, 2006)

The Company Management System has these features:

- **Contact**
  - Include/Exclude/Alter/Visualize contacts information
  - Include contact information
    - Supplier
    - Clients
    - Employees
    - Others

- **Client**
  - Include/Exclude/Alter/Visualize clients information

- **Employees**
  - Include/Exclude/Alter/Visualize employees information

- **Supplier**
  - Include/Exclude/Alter/Visualize suppliers information
  - Visualize purchases that has been made with the supplier
  - Visualize deliveries that has been made by the supplier

- **Stock**
  - Include/Exclude/Alter/Visualize entries/exits of stock
  - Relate stock motion to one employee
  - Relate stock motion to one product
  - Relate stock motion to one supplier

- **Products**
  - Include/Exclude/Alter/Visualize products information